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STEAM Week
This week at Garden Fields we hosted our STEAM ‘Wow Week’.
Our Wow Weeks are an opportunity to have a whole school focus around different curriculum themes to really bring them to the
fore, igniting a passion for those subjects and breaking away somewhat from our usual weekly timetable.
In doing so we aim to highlight the importance of different curriculum subjects and put them in a ‘real-world context’.
We also open our Wow Weeks to parent support which can result in children seeing how different curriculum subjects feed into a
range of different job roles – inspiring ambition!
Our STEAM week was a variation on the more traditional STEM weeks that are held in many schools by adding in Art to Science,
Technology, Engineering and Maths. In doing so we sought to emphasise links to art and creativity in these subjects.
On Monday morning we had our launch assembly with Primary Futures. As part of this, the children had to guess what jobs
two STEM employers did by asking questions. We learnt that one made Brompton fold up bikes and the other designed virtual
learning environments.
Year 1 had a visit from Ark farm and were able to touch and learn about a range of animals including hedgehogs, rabbits,
chickens and Rufus the dog! Meanwhile Year 3 conducted experiments in workshops with Affinity Water.
On Tuesday Years 2, 5 and 6 went into an amazing Planetarium from the University of Hatfield, kindly organised by Garden
Fields parent, Doctor Kourtessis.
On Wednesday Year 4 had a fascinating talk and practical display from Miss Mobbs’ Father who is also a scientist and works with
rockets! Not only that, but Miss Mobbs herself made a ‘comet’ using a range of substances and materials.
On Wednesday afternoon, Year 1 had a talk from parent and vet Maud Van De Stadt.
On Thursday, parent Melissa Ling, who works as a civil engineer, ran a bridge building session with Year 5. Parent Rebekah Miller’s
company, Accenture UK (Kidovation) spent the day with Year 6 who had a problem solving session in which they designed models
based on ideas for reducing pollution. They also composed ‘jingles’ for these using a coding music programme called Sonic Pi.
Also, Mrs Shepherd spoke to the Reception children about astronauts and what they eat in space and also linked this to
healthy eating.
In the afternoon parent Mrs Alix-Bendaoud talked to Year 5 about the Mars Rover project which she is working on. It is being built
in Stevenage and is due to go to Mars in July of this year! The children also got to wear the special suits (see below) to avoid
contaminating Mars! Meanwhile in Y3, parent and architect Nicola Gillen gave an inspiring talk to Year 3 about architecture.
This morning in assembly we celebrated work from the week and then this afternoon we put together all of the clay figures from
the week in the upper school hall to photograph in honour of the sculptor Sir Antony Gormley.
Thank you to all of the parents who helped this week:.
Many thanks to all of the staff who helped to put together all of the activities for the week and special thanks to Mrs Girdwood for
coordinating it all.
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Mars as seen in the
University of
Hertfordshire Planetarium brought in by
Dr Kourtessis

Water
Experiments
with
Affinity Water

Year 5 bridge building with Melissa Ling
Launching rockets
with Mr Mobbs
Rabbits, chickens and guinea
pigs in Year 1
Year 6 Saving the
planet with Kidovation
and making music
with coding softwareSonic Pi.
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Year 2 Trip to Tring
As part of their topic on Polar regions, Year 2 went to Tring Natural History
Museum.
They found out about a range of polar animals.
Isabella and Rasmus told me that they found out that the Albatross does
not flap its wings - it glides. Isabella told me that polar bears have blubber in
their body.

Year 3 African Mask and Dance Workshop
Year 3 had an African dance and mask making workshop this month. They got
to paint a wooden mask using only red, white, green, blue, gold or orange and
they used dots to paint them.
They also learnt African style dances.

Year 6 at the River Ver
Year 6 went to the River Ver as part of their topic study on rivers. The children
learnt about chalk streams, their habitats and how we need to take care of
our local river.
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Basketball Success
Garden Fields took part and won the local district basketball tournament at
Oaklands this week.
We had two teams and they actually ended up playing each other in the semifinal which shows the strength and depth of our basketball players this year.
Well done to all of those involved and we look forward to seeing how you get
on at the County Finals!

O2 Young Voices Concert
I had the pleasure of joining in with the O2 Young Voices concert this year.
Fortunately my singing voice was drowned out by over 8000 children and
teachers!
It was a fantastic experience for our children and all meticulously organised of
course by Miss Wray.
It was a pleasure to spend the day and evening with Year 4 who represented
Garden Fields superbly.
Many thanks to Miss Wray, Miss Hayden and our team of teachers and
support staff for their excellent support. Some of them also managed to
mingle with former pop stars!
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Reception Dress Up Day
As a finale to their Fairy Tales topic our Reception children came
dressed in a variety of costumes today - they looked fabulous!

PTA Ball
The PTA have organised a fantastic ball at Aldwickbury Park Golf Club on the
evening of Saturday 14th March.
Tables are sold for groups of 10 and there are still a few tables left — if you
are a small group then contact the PTA — they will help organise your table.
It promises to be a great night.
For further information have a look on the PTA’s PlanSocial site
https://school.plansocial.app/events/59758

Congratulations to Max for his recent
achievement in gymnastics. Max won
gold overall, gold for floor, silver for
trampette and bronze for vault and a
rosette for taking part in the SAADI
Gymnastic Club competition. Not a bad
day’s work! Well done Max!

Special Achievement
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STEAM Week Conclusion

Sir Antony Mark David Gormley,

Garden Fields School

So How Did We Do?
The Antony Gormley work of Art
or our Garden Fields one?

Half term
Have a great half term everyone. I hope that you enjoy some quality family time and we will see you
back on
Monday, 24th February 8.40 - 8.50 a.m.

